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WELCOMEFATHERS
LESLEY
R:EA(TS

ALLFORYOU,DAD

Although Father-Daughter Weekend
is something new at Lesley, all are quite
confident that the weekend of Oct. 28
and 29 will prove enjoyable, educational,
relaxing and challenging for our Dads
as well as ourselves.
Exciting activities are planned from
the moment dear ole dad greets his
daughter on Sat. morning until they bid
farewell on Sun. afternoon. This will
be an excellent chance for our fathers
to experience both academic and social
college functions with their daughters a real taste of college life here at Lesley !
Of cour se, the most important aspect
of college is the academic pro gram of
study . The discussion groups set up for
Sat. morning at I I :oo A.M. might be
something

new
·

and

stimulating

't

for

pop,

so long ago_tlill.t

that the discussion groups will encourage
fathers and daughters as well as faculty

members to discuss openly and freely on
any subj ect of intere st. Opini ons should
be w idely var ied and int eraction interesting . Among the facu lty members
partici patin g in th e academic program
are Mr. Honie, Mr. Teh ranian, and
Dr. Schofield. This will also be a great
time for dad to meet and talk with
some of his daughter's professors.

A little more sporty aspect of college
· life is footba ll - and what wou ld football be at Lesley wi thout Harvard ? We
have planned for dad a gr eat football
game at th e Harvar d Stadium at 2 :oo
P.M . ·It should be a very excitin g game
betw een H arvar d and Dartmouth, since
both teams tied with P rinceton last year
for the Ivy L eague T itle. Al so, a point
of int erest , is the fact that Harvard
rated fifth in the Eastern Lambret
Trophy system of rating for all the
schools in the Ea st; while Dartmouth
ra nked fourt h last season. Although
Dartmouth
has no all Ivy League
players returning this year, one fellow
to keep your eye on is their # I 5, Gene
Ryzewicz. Harvard has three all Ivy
League players returning for this '67
season namely: John T yson, Don Shiofaro , and Stan Greenidge . So dad s and
girls, remember that the game should
be close and will need your support with
cheers, for this is the only game Harvard
plays with Dartmouth this fall. This
particular event of the weekend may be
of interest to dad, for he may want to
pull out his letter-sweater and racoon
coat and even re-live his days of stardom
Continu ed on page 6, columns
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Thank you
Elaine Bernstein, '68
for designing
our new
masthead

and 3

DR.ORTO
·N'SWELCOME New DormDirectors

It is my pleasure to welcome you to
Lesley College for what I am sure will
prove both an enjoyable and memorable
experience with your daughters.
. The first Father-Daughter Weekend
is a most important event in the life of
Lesley, since a strong relationship between parents and the college of their
daughters can be a mutually rewarding
experience. It is the hope of all of us
that your participation in both the academic and social events that are scheduled will enable you to share some of
your daughter's Lesley College life.
As we assess Lesley's role in the vast,
ever-chan ging endeavor of education, we
see the need to lead and be innovative.
Th is requires flexibility to meet change
and a high degree of interaction between
stu dent s, faculty and admini st ration. I
think
an d

you will see us as a total
teaching
le a 1·ning: con 1munitx._,
in which
the

Dove
6o%
Hawk
IO%
Ostri ch
28%
M iscellan eous Birds
2%
Categories that most influenced the
student body in forming their stands are
listed in th e order of their i.mportanc.e.

tary education
Bur
Pam

They
are:
L i t era sun :

.

NEW FACULTY

Lesley is lucky to welcome Mrs.
Pres s, a new member of the Education
Faculty. She is presently teaching a junior section of Early Childhood Education and ' is Supervisor of the Lesley
Program I, directing graduate students
working toward a Master's Degree in
education. Mrs. Press recently came
East, leaving her job as Pasadena City
Curriculum Director and Director of
the Gifted Pupils grades K - 12. She has
had teaching experience on the preschool,
elementary school, and high school levels.
April to July of this year Mrs. Press
served as Educational Co-ordinator of
the Boston Head Start Program. Her
interests - and her hearthave been
stolen by pre-school children and developing appropriate curricula .
Her mind is at present preoccupied
with the last phase of her Doctoral
thesis, a study of Programs for the Academically Talented in Massachusetts of
Superintendent's attitudes and wishes in
regard i:o such programs. The Lantern
wishes her the best of luck!

STUDENT

BODY

Teachers
Parents

illty.
I personally look forward to the opportunit y of meeting each of you during
this weekend which has been planned
for you by your daug ht ers. l\I ay you
return to see us often .
Sincerely you rs,
D on A. Orton

-Since the war in Viet Nam is the
most important item in American Hews- .
papers today, the Lantern staff has decided to bring the issue to Lesley's
campus. The articles printed here present the facts and some of our views.
In order to obtain as many personal reactions as possible, an anonymous opinion poll was circulated among faculty
and students on campus. The following
results were obtained from 123 student
responses:

Jean Frova, residence director in
Gray Hall, is from ~outh Attleboro,
Mass. She graduated from Emmanuel
Co llege with a B.A. in sociology and
psychology. Jean was enrolled in two
graduate courses at Lesley this summer
and since then has decided to continue
at Lesley to get her masters degree in
elementary education . Before beginning
her graduate work, she taught s~cond
grade and hopes to go back to teaching
after the completion of her masters.
Reed Hall also has a new residence
director. Lois Kline, who graduated
with a B.S. in business educat ion from
Boston Uni versit y, is originall y from
Hazelton , P a. She taught at the Jun ior
college level for one year and is currently a graduate student at Lesley, hoping
to receive her masters degre e in elemen-

TEACHER EXAMS
College seniors preparing to teach
school may take the National Teacher
Examinations on any of the three different test dates announced today by
Educational Testing Service, a nonprofit, educational organization which
prepares and administers this testing
program.
Da tes for the testing of prospective
t eacher s ar e : F ebruary 3, April 6, and
July 6, 1968 . The tests w ill be given
at nearly 500 locations throughout the
United ,State s, ETS said.
Results of the Nation al Teacher Examinations are used by man y large school
districts as one of several factors in the
selection of new teachers and by several
states for certification or licensing of
teachers. Some colleges also requi re all
seniors preparing to teach to take the
examinations.
On each full day of testing, prospective teachers may take the Common
Examinations, which measure the professional preparation and general cultural background of teachers, and one
of 13 Teaching . Area Examinations
which measure mastery of the subject
they expect to teach.
Prospective teachers should contact
the school systems in which they seek
employment, or their colleges, for specific advice on which examinations to
take and on which dates they should be
taken .
A Bulletin of Information containing
a list of test centers, and information
about the examinations, as well as a
Registration Form, may be obtained
from National Teacher Examinations,
Box 9II, Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

Clergy
R eactions wer e highl y favorable to
the L antern' s proposed V iet N am special. Almost 68% of the student body
revealed they were ent husiastic tibout
the coverage; 2 S% remained indifferent,
and only 7% disapproved .
Half of the Lesley College facult y responded to our queries. _Our findings
are listed below.
63%
Dove
Hawk
15%
Ostrich
22 %
Enthusiasm for th e special was indicated by a tot al of 74 % of th e faculty
saying they were in favo r of such an
effor t; 2 i% were indifferent and only
5 % stated they were opposed.
Although no substantial figures could
be compiled as to categories significantly
influencing the faculty , it was apparent
that lite ra tu re (including news media)
and person al experience s and beliefs
about wa r had the most impact.
- For 'other' in the query , "what most
significantly influenced your opinions?"
a variety of feelings were expressed.
" ... servicemen in Viet Nam" (an overall Hawk view)
" . . . personal analysis, research" ( Dove
stand)
" ... support of anti-war political figures"
" ... P resident Johnson" -(Dove sentiment)
" . . . religious convictions"
Here is a sample of student and faculty comme~ts both on United States
involvement in Viet Nam and the Lantern questionnaire. We appreciate these
comments and share them here with you:
1. Nobody even knows enough about
the subject to write about it.
2. This is ambiguous as well as ridiculous.
3. If you fight, you fight to win.
4. Why should we go to war to finc:f
peace?
Continu ed on page 6, column I
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The Lantern . Speaks
Mixed and Mang ;led
Welcome new comers to the time of year we look forward to - passing. It's
the mixer season. And once again the female elem-ent of Boston takes to the streets,
the M.T.A. and the taxi cabs. Fr iday night finds Lesley at an all-college meeting
cony-_ened in Harvard Law's Harkne ss Commons , M.I.T.'s Burton House or
Tufts' Cousens G ymnasium . Yes, welcome to Boston the social panacea. There
are fifty colleges within the· Boston area and any valiant mixerette has a chance to
visit them all.
As a veteran of foreign escapades, I wish you well and bid four words of advice - take up a hobby! For those who still have fond memories of Louisa ·May
Alcott, I recommend knitting, se',_V'ing
or painting ( cooking is discouraged for its
disfiguring temptations). To the realists or surrealists, stalwart enthusiasts of
Galbraith, Freud or Kafka , I recommend "social psychology".
To the perceptive social observer a vast human experiment lies before ' your
eyes. Under one roof have congregated a diverse cross section of young people for
one purpose - social interaction. With the basic moti vation in mind scan the room.
Lined on the radiators and chairs by the walls and doors are those who would
"rather not". They would rather not take the plunge into the center of the brawl,
but they would rather not stay at home. Asked why they sit , some will admit to
cowardice while others insist on an aloof detached superiority. Beyond them mar _ching in an endless circle ("here we go round the prickly pear") are those who "can't
stand". They can't stand still and they can't stand up to dance. This group revolves endlessly around the outline of the room. All members of these forward
troops are "questors", they seek - a dancing partner, a slut, a lost roommate, a
knight in or out of armor or any other human being that fits their bill (Tom, Dick,
or Harry).
Moving in for closer inspection you can distinguish the front line.
Here stand the courageous, those who are "determined". They are determined to
attract attention and companionship. The female half employs their female halves
in toe tapping which shakes the leg up to the hip. Their male counter~parts use the
strength of their weak boyish charms. Eyes meet and bang- two new members
of the "core " . "The Core" is where it's at; where the action is - up, down, left,
right, around. This is it- the dance floor? Whether loosened by dreams, drink
or disillusionment, bodies writhe in rhythmic contortions. ·
Here are the institution newcomers. Welco~e to the time of year you can look
forward to passing - eventfully with a little imagination and the right spirit!

-BeSl'ON'S ~ ttftCTtON

·PE>TENt=t

OCJ0·8ER 12, 1967
1
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To the Editor of the Lantern:
Re: Reverend Ralph Norman Helverson's sermon, "The Relevance of the
Hang-Loose Attitude",
Sunday, 15
October 1967
On Sunday, 15 October 1967, the
sanctuary of the First Church in Cambr idge (Unitarian) was filled to capacity. The · reason was that the minister ,
the Reverend Ralph Norman Helverson,
was to preach a sermon entitled, "The
Relevance of the Hang-Loose Attitude",
a sermon about the hippies and the
"turned-on"
generation.
The usual
course of the service was altered somewhat to fit the sermon. In place of the
second lesson and prayer, Mr. Helverson played two pieces of what he termed
"hippie music" , by Janis Ian and the
Beatle§. Then he related the songs,
which we re a criticism of our society,
to his sermon.
_
The hippies are being driven out of
Boston. On October 16, an ordinance
is to go into effect to rid our streets of
these hirsute, bedraggled, bangled and
belled "non ·-citizens" on the charge that
they
1. Lack a proper address
2. Have no visible means of support
3. Lack sufficient funds
Mr. Helverson and several other
ministers took exception to these "rather
slippery grounds". Many people never
have sufficient funds - should they be
railroaded out of town by the police?
Who is to say what a "proper address"
is? And who is to say that a man must
have a proper address in this land of
freedom? And must a man now prove
his financial worth to keep his freedom?
Mr. Helverson said that he would
not object to police intervention if a
Ieeit:imate

laW' was

broken,

i.e., a drug

but the grounds stat ed above are
ludicrous.
In an attempt to show what the hippies are looking for or escaping from,
he used the lyr ics of Janis Ian's "Society's Child" and the Beatles "She's
Running Away". In the Beatles song
a girl from a middle class family leaves

law,

home to seek what she has never found
there - love. Her parents ask themselves "what have we done wrong?-"
They gave her all of the material things
they could, but in her eyes they didn't
give her LOVK In "Society's Child",
another middle class girl finds that she
is ostracized by her family, friends,
teachers, etc., because she has broken
away from one _ of the middle class
mores - she dated someone who was
"not of her kind". Is this then what the
hippies are looking for - love, and the
freedom to be kind of person they want
to be?
The Olde r- Generation ( those over
30 yrs.) don't understand the hippies.
They don't see why they can't be satisfied with "good old nicotine and alcohol"; why must they take pot and use
drugs? Most adults take exception to the
hippies mode of dress - long hair, tigh t_
pants, mini-skirts. The boys look like
ballet dancers from the waist down, and
Daniel Boone from the waist up. Mr.
Helverson admitted that he "sort of
liked the mini -skirt" and he pointed out
that when the congregation adjourns to
the parlor for coffee after the service
they will notice a portrait on the wall
of the first minister of the First Church
- "and his hair was down to his
shoulders". And on the opposite wall
is the portrait of another minister "and he had a beard that covered his
face". He said that "hippies or not, are
they not human, and do they not have
-rights? And one of the fundamental
rights of man is the right to be let
'
alone".
_ The second part of this two-part sermon will be held on November 12, 1967.
It is titled, "Make Love Not War" and
it

Mrill be a dialogue

sermon

by

Mr_

oi

tb.em

H elverson and two seniors from Hal'.vard

and

Radcliffe,

and

botb.

from Vi et N am - one from th e North
and th e oth er from the South . The
meeting house is in Harvard Square at
3 Chur ch Street. The service bei ins at
11: a.m.
Diane L. Glucksman

Without some kind of reaction to the World's Series - especially from a Boston college newspaper - the Lantern should be judged insensitive, lazy, or oblivious.
None of which is particularly pleasant nor, hopefully, true.
U nfortunatdy there is no sports' editor on the staff. Unfortunately there has
been no editorial discussion concerning the World's Series. But the Red Sox emerge
as the Lantern's favorite team. This fact is neither entirely whimsical nor based
entirely on the geographic heritage · of an editor. Actually it has been subtly emphasized because one of the staff members tried to be sports' editor. This was back
when she was going about with a _fellow who was and very probably still is pasCivil Rights For Hippies
sionately devoted to the Red Sox. He also had a healthy respect for the Boston
Celtics, which so influenced the Lantern's sports' pages that until this baseball game,
LESLIE M. OLIVER
the paper continually confused the two teams. There were dreadful mistakes.
In recent days there has been publicity in the newspapers and on TV about
Occasionally the Lantern ended up cheering for a mysterious first baseman named
some raids by Cambridge police on places where, it is said, "hippies" were dispensing
Bill Russell or a center forward named Y az, a Lantern discovery.
and using drugs illegally. On one TV broadcast, His Honor the Mayor of CamHowever, the Lantern's primary concern today-with
or without a sports'
bridge was seen and heard speaking words of deep disapproval of such undesirable
writer - is that Boston deserved the October 12 victory. Winning the pennant
persons. If we understood him all right, he had pre-judged these American citizens,
was , of course, wonderful. Boston was te;rific in celebration. She showed the
found them guilty without a jury trial, and was sentencing them all - not merely
world what ecstacy, pride and excitement are all about. Bostonians were happy with
those who had been arrested and charged with violation of the narcotics law, but
healthy happiness. They knew how to lose their heads with finesse over the pennant;
all who could be tagged with the name of hippy- to public condemnation and
think how beautiful they would have been about the Series!
possibly to banishment from the precincts of Cambridge.
We have no' brief for violaters of the narcotics laws. Those who are found
And even if Boston does compete again for the championship, {t probably won't
be the same for the Lantern. Now there's a reporter whose fellow is really hipped_ guilty of their violation by due process of law should be punished as the law prescribes and as a duly constituted court shall decree. Until they have been tried
on the Bruins. . . . How's Boston on hockey tournaments?
and found guilty they are - we have been taught - innocent. His Honor must
know that, and should speak accordingly.
·
We have no brief for uncleanliness. There are sanitary codes, with penalties
THE LANTERN
for violation. Let them be applied, but let it be remembered that, until a man has
Official newspaper of Lesley College, published by Lesley College, 29 Everett Street. Cambridge,
been tried legally and found guilty, the law presumes him innocent. And dirty
Mass., every third week during the college year, exclusive of vacations and examination periods.
hands, faces and bodies, though deplorable, are probably not illegal.
Printed by the Lexington Press, Inc., 7 Oakland Street. Lexington, Mass. Telephone 862-~
8900. Subscription rate by mail: $4.00 a year. Advertising rates on request.
There has been loose talk by city officials and police of using the vagrancy laws
Editors- -in-Chief
against the hairy hippies, to chivvy them out of town. Could you, dear reader,
Sandra Hillman
always identify yourself when you trot down to the square? Could you always
Marjorie Levine
News Editor
Photography Editor
Annette Friedman
exhibit "visible means of support"? Would you like a state of affairs in which you
Susan Addison
Copy Editors
Susan Rivkind
_
would always have to meet such questionings?
Circulation Editor
Feature Editor
Linda Rothbaum
The plaza beside the Cambridge Trust is a pleasant place to meet a friend,
Susan Jane Hill
Judy Gast
Advertising Editors
to rest a moment enjoying sun, shade, or fresh air, to watch the passing polydemos.
Business Managc,r
Elizabeth Hickey
Layout Editor
Must lines be drawn restri_cting its use to those who meet certain standards of apDora
Ann
Romano
Susan Spencer
Margie Green
pearance?
Who is to set those standards? Would you trust Hizzoner to do it?
Art Editor
Review Critic
Or the Chief of Police? And what criteria shall prevail? Length of hair? Of
Tara Tuck
Judy Milhender
Rev.1rite Editors
skirt? Cleanliness of hands? Of heart? S'hall we have an inspector on duty to
Faculty Advisor
Secretary
Judi Horenstein
Donna Bull
Dr. Leslie M. Oliver
Marjorie Silv erman
enforce the code? Maybe you'd be turned away some day.
We are, someone said, halfway to 1984. There'll be no hippies then.

:Jfie!J.nuileJ (}ueJl

FAIR PLAY FOR HIPPIES

LESLEY COLLEGE
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v·1ETNAM EXTRA
A Fl0( -k of
Views
.
·
·
. DOVES, HA~KS, AND OTHER
Take Five

IN THE PAST...
1

AN OV E RFLOW OF U.S.
INVOLVEM E NT IN VIET NAM
Unlike most countries, Viet Nam
Do you want your daughter to bec9me one?
could not secure her independence from
"One wh at? " you ask, somewhat startled.
France by a bitter revolution. This
forced both communist and noncommuRelax , daddy dear: the one we're referring to is simply- one who has the mental ' nist patriot s to unite against France's
q1pacity to form her commitments intelligently , and the courage to defend them, unwillingness to listen to Vietnamese
regardless of the odds.
demands. In 1941 the French Vichy
administration came to terms with the
Sure we include the achievement of values and skills that make her a thoughtful,
Japanese, stipulating that France would
dedicated teacher. But isn't that only a part of the entire becoming?
keep her administrative control in Viet
What about her intellectual responsibility to weigh radically-liberal views on Nam. Because of Japan's harsh -treatment of the Vietnamese nationalists,
military issues - moral issues - academic issues - against ultra-conservative stands
both communists and noncommu nists
on these matters.
were forced to work underground.. - a
territory already familiar to Ho Chi
Will she develop or s._tagnate? Choose flowers over weeds? Or be satisfied with
Minh and his communist followers . Ho
socially-correct orchids? Will she grow actively or succumb to painless passivity?
Chi Minh held his position as top man
Yes, daddy, and what honestly does she expect from you in the way of parental
by virtue of his nationalism - not his
guidance? What really are her responsibilities, rights, obligations as she prepares
communist beliefs.
for her spotlight role in this crucial stage of life?
By May, 1945, part of northern Viet
While we have you around as a captive audience for a few days, we wanted you Nam was freed from Japane9C control.
But France 's policy was not to recognize
to 'take five' from the fun and games and perhaps shock you a bit with a talk-out
on - well, if you'll pardon the presumption - some of the "vital" issues that affect Viet Nam's plea for independence. Thus
the United States, one of France' s
us Lesley ladies.
closest allies, supported French policy
right up to their mil itary defeat at Dien
They're presented here on the following two pages.
Bien Phu in 1954. Although Franklin
We tru ly 'hope that some of their implicati ons will help you appreciate we're not
Delano Roosevelt had suggested setting
in this just to pro ve we can quali fy for a form al education. W e hope too tha t some up a United Nations' trusteesh ip terri0 dad , dear dad:

of the points

made

will

find

their

p_l,ace in:o

the conversation

with

your

daughter,

tory in Viet
tration

F ,_

V iet Nam Lives
"Viet Nam lives." Th us wr ites J ean Lacou tre in his opening sentence in Vie tN am: Be tween two T ruces. This is perhaps the most startling fact about the
strugg le for power in Viet Nam . T he war in Viet Nam has been going on for
thir teen years and could continue indefinitely. If the United States does not have
the power to win the war it does have the power to end it. To justify the right of
the United States to intervene in what appears to be a civil war is impossible. The
J ohnson Administration has said they are protecting the Democratic South against
a foreign, communist aggression. Johnson has said that "if they'll go home tomorrow, w e'll go home." But about eighty -five percent of the Vietcong fighting in
South Viet Na m are home - and the 5 00,000 American troops fighting there are
not. Th e time when the Un ited States could have withdrawn her troops gracefully
has passed. But saving face could not be so impor tant to human beings as adm it ting
their mistake s. And surely the United States is run by human beings.
Th e count ry smells of ,blood and guts , the ground reeks of rotting bodies - and
this the human Ame rican Administration can find it in their hearts to justify. But
th~ sounds of dancing · and singing in Viet Nam can be heard above the bombs
dropped by American planes.
- W ith no help from the United States , but rather in spite of her - Vietnam lives ...
ROBIN PEARLMAN

Nam

cont:inued

the Truman
t.o

back

t.hc

adminisFrench,

JQ I _ MO _J!!!IHII
a U:

\

BIRDS

and the United States refused. In a
lett er to Diem , from P resident Eisenhower , in 1954 our position and involvement in Viet Nam was stated. The
Un ited Stat es was going "to examine
how an intelligent program of American aid given directly to your government can assist Viet Nam . . . , in
developing and maintaining a strong,
viable state, capable of resisting attempted subversion or aggression through
military means." The letter concludes:
"The Government of the United States
expects that this aid will be met by
performance on the part of the Government of Viet Nam in undertaking
needed reforms. It hopes that such aid,
combined with your own continuing efforts , will contribute effectively toward
an independent Viet Nam endowed with
a strong government. Such a government would, I hope, be so responsive to
the nationalist aspirations of its people,
so enlightened in purpose and effective
in performan ce, that it will be respected
both at home and abroad and discourage
any who might wish to impose a foreign
ideology on your free people." This is
the substance of United States involvement so often referred to when attempting to support our present day
administration. T he only other commitment cited is the South East Asia
T reaty Organizatio n to whi ch there is
no American
name

£&

se

pledge

govc'l"nmcnt.~

to the South
Tb.c-cc

sz1• D••d

l.s

Vieton\.'"j'

an

111. ii;t_

By 1957 there were many uprisings
of view, to
against the Diem regime. By 1959 there
keep a strong alliance with what might
were guerillas plotting his assassination.
have proved to be her greatest ally France. This was so true that the By 196o these insurrectionary activit ies
U nited States allocated over one billion were supported by Ha noi, thu s organizing the Natio nal Fr ont for the Liberadollars in 1953 alone. This was the
United States' first step in causing tion of South Viet Nam.
By 1963 things were so bad that even
Yanke e-cynicism in the Vietnamese .
the
United
States
administration
At the time of the Geneva Convention there were tw o governments oper- dropped its policy of support for Diem
and said that they would be pleased to
ating in Viet Nam: Ho Ch i Minh's
who controlled about thr ee-fourths of see the army take over. However . with
the country, and Bao Dai 's, whose pup- th e coup d'etat of Nguyen Khanh the
government only returned to a level of
pet government controlled the remaining
repression. In 1964-65 when Saigon's
quarter of the country. Nine governcontrol was really falling apart, the
ments wer e ~ represented at G eneva:
Cambodia, The People's Repub lic of Joh nson admini stra tion t ightened th eir
China, -Lao s, The Democratic Republi c mili tary control by further inter vention
and bombing of North Viet Nam.
of North Viet Nam, The State of South
The path of United State s involveViet Nam, The Union of Soviet Socialment
in Viet Nam had been summarists Republic , The United Kingdom , and
ized
in
a report prepared for the Amer The United States. An armistice agreeican
Friends
-Service Committee ent itled
ment was arranged between Ho Chi
Peace
in
Viet
Nam. "Starting from a
Minh's government and the French
command. The seventeenth parallel -was wrong assumption, the United State s
had piled one error upon another , movchosen as a border between the north
ing deeper and deeper into a deterioratand the south. Although Ho Chi Minh
controlled more than his allotted land ing situation. In -the midst of a full-scale
he was under Russian and Chinese pres- war , the choices are limited to desperate
sure- to accept the terms of the seven- alternatives. Constructive solutions are
hard to find. What .has happened to the
teenth parallel.
attempts to find a formula for negotiaLess than a year later the French
tion s ? What kind of a settlement may
pulled out, neglecting their obligations
be possible ?"
concern ing election s.
The
United
States then stepped in to fill the void.
Co-editors : Deborah Slutsky ,
70
In 1955 the Fren ch had given all auRobin Pear lman,
70
.thority to a regime led by Bao Dai but
Contributor s :
the Un ited States supported the Prime
Loisann Brookman , 7 I
Minister,
Ngo Dinh Diem.
The
Anne Lunt ,
7I
U nhed States hoped that through Diem
Elizabeth Shoer ,
71
they could set up an anti-communist
70
Martha Ebert,
state in South Viet Nam, only Diem 's
Alexandra Quinn , 69
regime was incompetent and the people
Paula Sherin ,
68
would not support a man who had been
The Lantern is proud of our spec_ial
in the United States during Viet Nam 's
Sophomore guest editors , Deborah
most critical years ( 1950-1954). Diem
Slutsky and Robin Pearlman . We
didn't come through with his promi sed
present their views in the editorial s
elections of 1955. Until 1958 Hanoi
below.
tried to secure these elections but Diem
~
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Whenever thinking of American involvement in Viet Nam , a hypothetical
situation involving Cuba comes to mind.
Considering Cuba's proximity ; what
would be our response to Russian intervention in a social revolution paralleling
Viet Nam's. How would President
Johnson or Secretary Rusk react to Russian troops, artillery, and bombs that'
were forstalling what they decried as
rebel subjugation of Cuban patriots? No
answer is necessary.
Yet today we find ourselves involved
in a social revolution, but prefer to see
it as aggression of North Vietname se
against South Vietnamese. Dis regarding this elementary fact, we have chosen
to defend the rights and sovereignty of
the latter against the Viet Cong. It is
interesting to note that 80% of the Viet
Cong are South Vietnamese, but we will
provide a bulwark against Communism
with the type of rep resentative government that rotates periodically and by
continuing to flood the Vietnamese economy with the American dollar. In short,
we will continue our spurious role as
the champions ·and prote ctors of democracy.
Democracy, unfortunately,
is one
American product that is not exportable.
If one could justify this massive aid, I
hesitate to say w ar out of a mere technicality , as a heroi c mission, could he
also justify the brutalities that the Amer- _
ican press allows to filter in? What
about our bombings of North Viet Nam
and the e11su ing deaths of civilians and
the rape of Viet
'"l:'\'\'l.s \n,l\cates
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WE ARE ASHAMED

blj-.AnnaJ!unl
Chzabelh
S/iper

C/a,Ho/t970
There's a war going on. A war
which kills. It has caused enough casualties of fine red-blooded American
boys to equal the popu lation of t he city
of Cambridge. And because the bat tlefield is their b orne, it has killed at least
half a million Vi etna mese.
A w ar whi ch costs. It has cost us a
d rainage
split

o f ma n
of our

power

country

and
socially

p restige.
and

po -

liticall y so savage that it s consequences
will be felt for decades. A cost in
mone y ra nging fr om 2 0 to 4 0 billion
dollars a year. It has cost the Vietnamese a country . Wrecked by American
technology and smothered by foreign
soldiers .

Peace , is the answer! We believe that
there should be -an immediate wit hdra~al of United States troops from
Vie t Nam. We do not feel our presence
in V iet Nam is a solution to blocking
communism and th e United States has
no business fighting a civil war that isn't
its own .
Ma ~y p~ple use the domino theor y
to support our presen t posit ion in V iet
Nam . They
munism

say if we d on't stop com -

in Viet

Nam

, it wi ll spread

o v er

th e rest of As ia, then to Austra lia and
eventuall y to Hawaii. We have to realize that there is not j ust one comunist ic
force in the world. There is no reason
to believe that because we're fight ing in
Viet Nam, the rest of Asia won't become communistic. With what kind of
pride will we be able to point to our
A war which is even less justifiable
victor y in V iet Nam if developing counthan most wars. One, because the
United States is fighting against a war . t ries in other parts of the world turn
communistic because we were not able
of independence. The Vietnamese want
only to unite their country and be free . to help them? There are other countries,
such as Indonesia, which are fighting
This means free from both the United
States and China. Since they have al- communism with very little aid from
the United States because we have conread y fought more than twenty years
against French and U. S. oppression , centrated our military power in V iet
they certainly will not be willing to Nam.
submit to China's- dominance. Two, be"Though it isn't really war
cause a wa r should not be the source
We're sending fifty thousand more
of our countr y's prospe rity. And , three,
To help save Viet Nam from the
because the re a're immen se problem s here,
Vietnamese . . ."
VIET
NAM-A
PERSONAL
PROBLEM
at home, wh ich are more important than
This is a stanza from a song call ed
a popula r revolution on the other side
"Lyndon Johnson Told the Nation" by
of the world.
the well-known folk singer, Tom _PaxC/aM '69
ton . Th e United States has been aggre sThe United State s is responsible for
sive in Viet Nam for a numbe r of years
"In peace the re nothin g so becomes a this war. We are the re to protect our
puppet government in Saigon , and to now. Our government is busily "tr ainman .
keep surplus mone y flowing into the ing a million Vietnam ese to fight for
A s modest stillne ss and humility;
the wrong government .and the Amerpockets of Ameri can businessmen.
But when the blast of w ar blows in our
ican way ot life" (Phil Ochs, "Talking
our
_
Am
erican
businessmen
just
like
ear,
Viet Nam") . Americans try to rationalfathers. The only reason the Vietnamese
Then imitate the action of a tiger ."
ize that our fighting in Viet Nam should
W ar is something I cannot unde r- are fighting is because foreign American
stand, I'm always left wondering wh y troops are on their soil, and their gov- be qone so as to contain commun ism.
peace isn't more attractive to more peo- ernment is run by a foreign country , The truth is, we are fighting a battl e
that is solely a civil war between North
ple. I guess war has been around so namely the United States .
and South Viet Nam .
long th at it has become part of our heriThe United States can end this war.
tag e, and I sometimes think that it is
In conclusion w e w ould like to exBut
the only way it can do so is to rean inhe rent need for some people.
pr ess the fact that due to the short period
move
its
troop
s.
The
faster
these
troops
You're right, it's easy ' enough to
are withdrawn the sooner the t ra gedy of time we were allotted for wr iting thi s
blame the policy maker s, only that's not
article plus the amount of space prowill end .
enough. We are all to blame not just
vided, we couldn't give all the arguments
past generations . If we are to step up
we support . How ever, we would . like
Man y of you Le sley girls will read
from w ar and reach tot ally for peace, this art icle and disregard it or insist it's
to emphasize th at the solution to stopit must be a total commitment. What
a lie; continuing to be proud you are an ping communi sm is not by mil itary
is to be uniyersal must first be person al. Ameri can.
But some of us are forces in Vi et Nam and the United
Quietin g the guns doesn't stop war, but
State s shouldn't be invol ved in anoth er
ashamed .
it prov ides a start.
country's civil war. W e have no alt erW e all question our involvement in
Love,
nati ve except to say . . . YANKEE GO
Cont inu ed on page 5, col.umn I
'
HOME!
A Dove
path etically misguided direc tion our
policy has taken. W e have become paralyzed by our watchword, "Better Dead
than Red," a dangerous anachronism.
Would not a coalition government that
recognized and included the N.L.F. be
a more meritor ious alternati ve to a potentia lly leveled countr y that could
claim democracy? The draw-back of
forces, th at should logically ensue, would
allow the Vietnames e to determine their
own history. I do not advocate abandonment of Viet Nam, but no country can
survive in test tube protection. Rather,
we must allow them to choose and if
they must , struggle for what they want
and in their own way. One might think
of revising our over worked shibboleth
to " better Red, Pink or any ideological
shad e than dead."

b'I_AlexandraQuinn
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Flower Power
by Loisann Brookman

etajjo/t97f

Dear Lesley Girls ,

A

,

PEACE
IS THE ANSWER

b'ImarlhaJ.[Jerl

countryside?

rio\c on\y a further
1V J1e r e the so-c alled

from,

'

Once there was a big, strong dandelion who had many seeds. He lived in
a large field wi th many other dan delions.
This dandel ion could anticipate t he future , whi le most of the other dandelions
were not as strong or intelligent .
One day a dandelion that was many ,
many miles away sent a message to the
big dandelion saying that he was fighting a disease, and needed help. T he big
dandelion agre ed to send aid. He sent
blue seeds to the sick flower. Blue seeds
we re no t as powerful as yellow seeds .
Some

tim e p asse d, and

l ion kept sending

more

the

bi-;r. dande

and more

-

bl ue

seeds. But it was obvious that the sick
dandelion needed something stronge r.
He was struggling to live. The big
dandelion announced he was abou. to
send yellow seeds. He was sure that
they could cure the sick dandelion. Sending yellow seeds, howev er , w ould hurt
the big flower for a while, because he
wou ld not have enough for himself. But
the big, kind dandelion was willing to
endure this for a fellow dandelion . He
thought that there was a chance that the
disease could spread to his field. Yello w
seeds would also hurt the sick dandelion
for a while , because they would react
with his disease, causing him to becom e
violently ill. But both flowers felt that
in the end he would . be cured.
Before the big dandel ion could send
any yellow seeds, some of the seeds rebelled! They did not want to risk thei r
lives. That was all they cared about .
They did not want to bothe r about anyone else. Some of the dandelions in the
field became upset, also, thinking that
the big dandelion should mind his own
business. Th ey w ere afraid of gettin g
more invol ved, and cause discomfort to
both sides. They could not foresee th e
future. But other dandelions remained
loyal to the big flower, because they
-were afra-id the disease would spread.
The big dandelion didn 't wa nt to cau se
a conflict in his field , so he decided to
keep peace and refrain from sending yellow seeds.1 He hoped that the cri sis
would solve itself.
More t ime passed, and as predicted
more dandelion s caught the disease from
the first sick dandelion . The y all became
inf ested with this ugl y, paralyzing disease, and the y called for help from th e
big dandelion , since he alone remain ed
health y. Th'ey pieaded for yellow seeds;
even tho se who had been rebelliou s.
The b1g dandelion did send seeds, yellow seeds, but it was too late. Soon he,
him self, got ~e ak and became infested
himself.

---~
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VIETNAMBOOKLIST

FAC 'ULTY

As with any topic this important and
this controversial , Viet Nam now has an
unending and ever growing list of books
about it. Here is a compiled and very
short list of some very good books on the
subject.
1.

2.

THE VIET NAM READER
edited by Marcus Raskin
Bernard Fall
HELL IN A VERY SMALL
.
PLACE
by Bernard F all
Background - the · French war

3. STREET WITHOUT
JOY
by Bernard Fall
The Indochina war to the war in
Viet Nam . Military operations
from 1946-1964. The author
feels that the same mistakes are
·
being repeated.
4. VIET NAM BETW E EN TWO
T RUC ES
by Jean Lacou ture
Review of recent events by noted
F rench journalist.
5. THE TRAGEDY
·OF AMER ICAN DIPLOMACY
by Wm. A. Williams
6. LOGICAL WITHDRAWAL
by Howa r d Zinn
CONG
by Douglas Pik~

8. THE

BITTER HERITAGE
by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.

9. CONTAINMENT
AND
CHANGE
by OGELSBY
10 .

TH E LOST REVOLUTION
by Shapler
by Gerald C.--Ric'kcy

MISSION IN TO R MENT
Exc ellent inside report' on why
U . S. erred in Viet N am policy
estimates by former U . S. senior
diplomat in Saigon.

Continu ed from page 4, colum7:

I ·

Viet Nam with the same old "Am I
my bro ther's keeper? " question. I
fr ankly don' t know. I don't want to
turn away from people who need help ,
but I -hardl y think war is any "CARE"
package. I don't think any Viet Cong
hill is retrib uti on enou gh for the death
of a man. An d if ma tur ed democracy
cannot aycept loyal dissenter s, then
democracy is no gift to be seedi::d in
Southeast Asia. Is treason a wo rse sin
than murder?
Viet Na m ha s brou ght about a reevaluati on of policy, a moral re-evaluation. W e have come to take notice of
death. of w ar , of peace. Viet N am has
become a personal pr oblem for each one
of us. If th e " Hippi es" seem restless
and discont ent , it's no wond er. Gran ted
men will never agree on everyt hing - a
blessing as well as a sor e - but we must
reali ze individuall y th at nothin g justifie $
the unnecessary death of one man.
What is important now is that we
don't sow war to reap peace, or justif y
death with moral - castigation of Red
policy. P eace is an idea, a sort of U topian idea that has to be communicat ed
on all levels.
I truly th ink that Amer ica want s
peace, that she believes what she is doing
is right - only war is never right; and
I'd hate to think th at , "In the beginning
God created the heavens and the earth,"
and in the end men dest royed it.
Alexandr a Quinn

I

(/ene Rodto11
!JMlruclor

o/'ff!udic CJucalion -·

Things fall apart; the centre cannot
hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed up~ the world,
The blood-d immed tide is loosed, and
everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction , while the
worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
W. B. Yeats, "The
Second Coming"
One cannot comment meaningfully
upon the wars of a culture without reference to the nature of that culture, nor
upon its nature without some examination of the individual who imparts to
the culture its general tenor . Yet if we
seek to examine the individual as a unit
within our social context , we tacitly assume the possibility of an individual, an
organism who , within a given set of
social rules, is able to function "normally." Freud, when asked what constituted "normal" and "healthy" individual
replied that it was simply an ability to
"love and work." What are our conceptions of love and work, and how do
they reflect our political policy as a nation? ( if indeed they do.) Systematic
exegesis is here impossible, and one can
only hope to briefly comment upon both
of these demandin g questions; and they
are demanding, because they must be
answered to insure our continuation as
a race and a civiliza tion ( or prop hecize
our

Best American study on village
life.
12 .

AREPEOPLE
STILLPOSSIBLE thing more than a restless moment
the next turn of the wheel?"
IN THISWORLD?

a

7. VIET

FEELINGS

doom).

contents" Freud comments, in a disappointingly brief footnote, that although
work is a possible means of achieving
happiness, it is not highly prized by man.
What is work and why or how can it
be a path to happiness ? Happiness is a
function of one's abilit y to maintain a
sat isfying and successful relationship
w ith one's self and others; this ability
is in turn a function of one's self-esteem.
And it must be noted that self-esteem
is not a commodity easily bought, but
one which must be perpetually rein forced , supplied afresh wi th new fuel
and spark. It is, like the individual
neuro ses them selves, not static but contin willy engag ed in a dynamic process, as
Richard II implies when, tying the
process of subsistance to perpetu al psy. chological need, he comment s : "I live
with bread like you, feel want , taste
gr ief/ Need friend s."
Although
the
abilit y to acquire self-esteem undoubtedly does vary from one man to another ,
the need for ' perpetual repleni shment
· does not. There is only one way of
feeding one's self-esteem - by fun ctioning as a significant being-in-the-world ,
r esponsible for the performan ce of dut ies
necessary to the welfare and existence of
th e commu nity - th at is to say, by
work. Yet in too man y areas of ou r
society, work bears no relati on to the
person who does it or the society which
profits by it ; it has, quite simpl y, become toil. Why this has come about is
the subject of an articl e by Dani el Bell
entitled "W ork and its Di scontents."
Perh aps it would not be too unfa ir to
the author of this essay to summari ze
by saying that the t ransit ion from meaningful wor k-l o individuall y insignificant
toil came about through the fragment ation of labor and th e cult of efficiency.
The re is no longer available to the common man ego-satisfying work . Not even
play can be turn ed into esteem-produ cing
creativity , for, Bell question s__
rheto rically, " If wor k is a daily turn round Ixion 's
wh eel, can the inter vening play be any-

""·-·-- .

before

That essential self-esteem lacking in
us, can any of us risk the suicide of
honesty and innocence, myth and faith
so necessary to the formation of a love
relationship? Or would we display the
"love" of the mother who, holding her
child by the neck outside her fifth-story
window, maintains that her love is demonstrated by her not dropping the child?
In our irlability to relate to our work,
to ourselves ; to one another , we resort
to violence as a means of retaining some
semblance of viabilit y and self-esteem for what better way to raise one's self
then by degrading another? We fear
that the Chinese will encircle us with
missiles, destroy our allies, infiltrate our
frontiers and generally seek to contain,
if not destroy 1 our civilization. By aremarkable contortion of reality and
roles, we perpetuate upon them the very
violerfce we fear at their hands. In our
inability to identify ourselves with our
own experience, we identify the Chinese
( and the Vietnamese) with our fears.
Yet: "All men are created equal. They
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, among these are
Life, Liberty , and the pursuit of Happiness." This qutotati6n is from the
Declaration of Independence of the
Democratic Republic of North Viet
Nam .
The questions to ask are not, "Who
caused the Tonkin Bay incidents?" or
"Why didn ' t the U. S. reply to Ho Chi
Minh 's unadorned request for ni;gotiations in late 1964 ?" but rather, "Are
people still possible in this world?" and,
if the answer is "no," then "H ow can
we go about
, reviving the ceremony of

..

'ff/ajiJJehranian
J. ndlruclor in P ollica / Gconomlj
The tragedy in Viet Nam is too complex an issue to lend itself to any one
simple generalization. Bu t to put it as
simply and unamb iguously as possible,
I believe it to be in the best interests
of the United States to withdraw from
Viet Nam and to allow the people of
that war -torn country t o settle their own
affairs. Th is is a point of view, may I
add, w) dely shared br the Asian, African
and Latin Am erican peoples emerg ing
to national independence from centu ries
of foreign domination. This view is
based on the following propositions:
1. There
h~ve .been, in fact, two
wars going on in Viet Nam: A war of
nation al independence waged for nearly
a quarter of a century against the
Fren ch, the Chine se, the Japanese , the
Fren ch again, and now the Americans.
And secondl y, a civil wa r between the
rich and the poor, the landlord and the
peasant , the C atholi c and the Budhist ,
th e milit ary oligarchy and the civilian
populat ion, the worker , and the capitalist. This second w ar is of much mo re
of a complex social character and will
be, in the long run, the decisive factor
in the futu re of the count ry.
2. The
genius of the Vietname se
c;__om
muni sts lies in the fact that they
have successfully identified themselves
w ith and led both popul ar struggles , for
nation al independence as well as for
social democrac y.
3. The irony of the war is that th e
United Sta tes has helped the communists to achieve this aim. G eneral Vo
Ng uyen Gi ap, N orth Viet Nam' s Defense Mini ster , unde rlines this fact when
· claims "th e more the war is Ame ricanized, the more disintegrat ed the puppet
Saigon army and adm inistrati on." Mary
McCarthy corroborates the same phe-

--

nomenon when she reports from her 1:ecent visit to Viet Nam that outside of
the military circles and ·a few profiteers ,
the only issue which unites the Vietnamese is their fervent desire to see
the United States out of their country.
4. At present, therefore, the central
issue in Viet Nam is not communism
versus democracy or China versus
United States but the Vietnames' national ind ependence. China is irrelevant
by its conspicuous absence; democracy
by its conspicuous parody. There will
be no democracy in the American sense
of the word no matter which side wins.
General Ky has made this abundantly
clear: "In any democratic country," he
has said, "you have the right to disagree
with views of others." When asked
what would he do if a neutralist or
communist won the elections, he replied:
"I am going to fight them militarily."
If you are a militar y man. therefore,
right of disagreement includes the right
to overthrow the opposition if they defeat you in an election.
5. If the above propositions are correct , then , the shortest cut to correcting
the United States past mistakes in Viet
Nam is withdrawal. If you are going to New York and you notice a sign on
the highwa y pointing to Boston, the
wisest cour-seseems to be to take the first
exit out.
6. Unfortunatel y, the present Administr ation is too emotionally involved
with its own dogmat ic p06ition on Viet
N am to be able to engage in any genuine
peaceful negotiat ions for with draw al. A
new Administration , inclined toward
peaceful settlement of internat ional disput es, would be psychologically in a better position.

VIETNAM
STATEMENT
'ff!arjorie U/e chier
Jn ~lruclor in P ollica/ Sc iena
The war in Viet Nam is unjust ified,
it seems to me, on both strategic and
moral grounds. In the 196o's, U . S.
militar y secur ity is based upon nuclear
and airborne strength of enormous
capacity, not upon acquisit ion of land
bases as in the days of the Spanish-Ame rican Wa r , when the U . S., along with
the other great powers, linked national
security with the acquisition of territo rial st rongholds.
·
It is difficult to state the case briefly
against the moral pos1t10n of th e
United States in Viet Naill, but here is
a ver y inadequate summa ry of my position. Good motives do not necessarily
br eed good results . The Unit ed State s
would like to feel that th is long , and
costly war will brin g fr eedom to the
suffering people of Viet Nam, but this
is an unre alistic aim. What we call
"freedom" is, a vast complex of economic . social and politic al conditions
which cannot simply be exported. Since
we are having such enormous_difficulties
br inging about a ju st society-in our own
count ry, how can we believ.e that we
possess a magic formula for Viet Nam?
T he Bri tish thought the y could 'run the
Ameri can colonies for the colonists'
good, and the colonists, -fellow-En glishmen, resent ed it and made a revolution.
Small wonder that man y V ietnamese
resent the presence of the United States ,
. whate ver their moti ves.
To put it all too briefly, making war
is easy ; makin g a society is a monumental enterpr ise, and neither th e communists nor the Am ericans have shown a
monopoly of competence in this area.
As it so often has happened in history ,
the w ar in Viet Nam is the reflection
on our part of a failure of vision disguising itself as a moral crusade.
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Continu ed from page I , column 4
5. The Pre sident has many advisors
and should be supported. We could
do with a lot more patriotism in
this age.
·
6. Withdraw right now! _
7. I'm a disillusi0ned American.
8. Eliminate politics from the war.
9. A conkrsed eagle.
IO. Make decisive moves and get out.
II.
Can you compete with "Time"
etc.?
12. General Gavin supporter.
13. This poll is a good idea but 1s 1t
necessary to have all future p~lls
anonymous? People should be will ing to get involved even if it;.means
signing their names.
14. A great paper!
15. Peaceful
16. Don't care to name.
Here is a collection of student and
faculty suggested topics for additional
extras. We thank you for your consideration and intend to honor your suggestions.
1. Civil Rights
2. Student teaching 3. Capital punishment
4. Itemized list of all singie grad students within 25 miles. Must be
ov,er 5 feet 5 inches and under 6
feet. Grad of Ivy school (Amer. ican). Blue eyes. Must have fluent
ability of English language.
5. 1968 National elections
6. Birth control
7. I'll be thinking . .
8. Ghetto education
9. Louise Day Hicks
IO. How to teach calculus in mentally
retarded classes
11.
12.

13.

ls God dead?
Hippie movement
Drugs and LSD

14. Whatever you do, please try to
present opposing opinions with intellectual rather than emotional appeals.
15. Cafeteria food
16. Bill Baird!
17. Interfaith marriages
18. Student-faculty
relationships on
campus
19. Conflict between Lesley girls' nouveau-riche values and the realities
of ·poverty in ghetto schools.
20. Teach-ins
21. Love, marriage and sex
22. Lesley's opinion of Harvard
23. The 18 year-old vote
24. Students taking up action on public affairs
25. The large Negro student body at
Lesley
26. What legal problems are involved
in teaching?
- 27. How about some of the real issues
confronting our society: war and
peace; affiuence and poverty; social
planning and haphazard growth;
the dilemmas of women: to use
pills or no; abort or no-.
The
Lantern
should deal with the
"guts" , with what's really happening to all of us. Charlie Clayman
27. Sloppiness of our students
28. The truth behind -the Lesley image
29. Lesley in the larger academic community
30. Methods Courses
Miscellaneous:
_
1. Indifferent to Lantern because it's
the same old repetitious garbage
that everybody keeps talking about
but no one really knows anything
about because they don't give a
.damn or take time to find out more.
2. I am a Residence Director who
gets the Lantern but throws it away
- Why are Lesley students so
apathetic about their studies?

Reflections

HAPPINESS
IS ...

HELPING

L.S.O. , or the _Lesley Service Organqa jl
ization , is a unique club on campus.
Unique in the sense that its focus is
outside of the Lesley communit y. It is
QUESTIONING
an organization which sends girls to
THE ABSURD WAR
work in hospitals and settlement houses
Is it possible that one of the objectives in the Boston and Cambridge areas.
There are various types of jobs which
the United States has in fighting the
war in Viet Nam is to stop the spread are offered through L.S.O. Under the
of communism? Many of us have been general category "Hospital Volunteers",
led to believe this and so w~ support the there are such jobs as floor aides ( candy
stripers), visitors and playroom superwar.
visors. I organized the playroom in the
Why , then, does the U. S. continue
Children's Wing of the Massachusetts
to make trade agreements with commu- Eye and Ear Infirmary last year and
nist countries; agreements that along gained much experience in working with
with the aid they bring us, aid the com- children which helped me to get a job
munist countries?
as a counsellor for the summer . I read
to children and led them in group
And yet we support the war!
Is it true that the aim of our govern- games. M y arrival was always anticiment's policy on bombing is that the pated with great excitement and I was
bombing will cause disunity in the known as the "Playroom Lady." It
North and stop the flow of suppl ies and means a lot to these children to have
manpower there? We have been led to something to look forward to. L,S.O.
serves most of the hospitals in the Bosbelieve this and as a result we support
ton area.
the war.
As a volunteer in a settlement or
Why then does the morale in North
neighborhood after-school center you are
Viet Nam continue to grow stronger
usually put in charge of a group and
with increased bombing? Dean Rusk
given the opportunity to plan your activhas admitted that the bombing has been~ ities with the help of a supervisor. Many
ineffectual in stopping supplies, etc. But
Lesley girls are now working ·as group
the bombing and killing continue.
leaders in neighboring communities.
L.S.O. is a non-profit making organStill, we s~pport the war!
These are only a few of the absurdi- ization. During the year we sponsor
ties that the citizens of this country are such fund daising drives as a bagel and
supporting and allowing . . How is this lox sale and fashion show. The proceeds
are used to finance our annual Hallopossible? What kind of society would
ween
and Christmas parties in the neightolerate such an "Absurd War?"
boring settlement houses.
Could it be a society of super-patriots
All girls who do volunteer work while
who say, "My country right or wrong,"
at school are automatically members of
no matter how many lives are wasted?
L.S.O. Every spring at Honors ConOr is it an uneducated country? Pervocation L.S.O. gives an award to the
haps it is a society that doesn't know student who has given the most number

/JyJudith~

or isn't told the facta..
Or is it: an apathetic

war doesn't

_

society?

" This

concern me . It's in another

country. Why should I get involved ?"
All of these ideas have some pertinence
to the problem. The present task is to
find a definite diagnosis for our sick
society. Only then can a treatment be
diagnosed.

of

hours

the

only

to

volunteer

tangible

for her hours

'Tlii:t is

work.

reward

of service.

that.

a g\rl

The

gct .s

other

is

the warm feeling that one gets knowing
tha t she has helped someone in need.
This intangible feeling makes everything
worthwhile.
Diane Glucksman
President, L.S.O.

-CANDIDCAPSULE

'
JUDITH

KASPRZAK

'69

Surprise! Hi Judy, How's the party?
This issue's special guest lives in
Boothby Hall. She serves as vice president of her class and is a member of
both Emerald Key and Lord Newark
Societies. Judy likes dancing, the
Supremes, F.M. Radio, pizza and
Peter.
Keep smiling reader. You may be the
next candid !

~est ~fo~es
Lois Rosner, '68 , .engaged to Dr. Jay
J. Older, Rutgers University, '61, -Stanford University Medical Sch.ool, '66.
Rita Ranni, '68, engaged to Arthur
Bieganowski, Jr., Colgate, '65, Tufts
Medical School, '69.
Polly Stinson, '68,
Littlefield,
College,

engaKCd

graduated

to David
State

Aroostook

'67.

Mary Coon , '68 , engaged to Tom
Webber, graduated Harvard, '67.
Bethia Dr iggs, '69 , pinned to Bob
Newmarker, '69, University of Conn.,
'69. ~
Jill Rosenfield, '69, pinned to Don
Ritch, Lafayette, '68.
Linda Rothbaum, '69, pinned to Er ic
Hall, Tufts, '68.

Lesley football
team at
.,Curry College
on Nov. 5, 1:30 P. M.
~eR

channel 2-WGBH

~J»urH~Fb-

Wt=ei<~

I

A _5M4Sij- Jt<.
Continued from page

I,

column

I

on the football team!
The 'Goal-Post' Party at the Holiday
Inn for fathers only will provide your
dad the opportunity to meet and talk
with other dads - perhaps renew old acquaintances, and most assuredly make
new ones. They will also be able to
mihgle in with the faculty and administration members at Lesley, including
the President of the college, Dr. Orton.
This cocktail hour planned exclusively
for dads will give us girls more time to
doll up for the semi-formal dance at the
Hotel Continental - after all, dad is
our favorite man, and it's especially important that we look our prettiest for
him.
·
The high-light of the weekend in the
Crystal Ballroom at 8 :oo P.M. should
be a lovely affair. The dance.will feature
Ken Reeves and his orchestra, who in-

Broadcast
~<-11~

cidently is the father of one of our Lesley students. Ken Reeves has provided
many Lesley events, including last year's
Interlude, with excellent entertainment.
Remember to practice up on the latest
dance steps, dad!
There's still more to come! - for
Sunday morning bright and early will
be time for fun and games between
fathers and daughters. We hope you
get a good night's rest Sat. night, cause
Sun. will be a true test of your endurance pop ! There will be a variety of
relay races, three-legged races, wheelbarrow · races; a tug-of-war between the
fathers and the daughters. Carnival
booths, such as a kissing booth; dartthrow-booth, and bean-bag-toss booth
might also be set up to add to the excitement.
How does that sound for a . weekend
with your favorite daughter, dad?????

COLLEGE
GRILL
F'me Italian - American Food-

and
Pizsas

1671 MASS. AVE.
Talr:e-Out Service
EL 4-9260

PAUL'S
CARD AND GIFT SHOP
Unusual cmds
Distinctive gifts
Party goods . for all occasions
Personalised stationery
Complete candle department
Jewelry
Greeting Cmda

1760 MASS. A VE.

876-1762
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BIRD'SEYEVIEW
Here is a 196! bird's eye view of our
nest. Since changes are soon anticipated,
we'd like to help you remember Lesley
the way it was. We hope this little quiz
will accomplish the task.
1.

How many of our buildings can
you count?

2. Lesley has expanded so much since
'61 that we are now out of t;he picture.' Which dorm is missing?
3. How many fire escape ladders with
missing rungs can you find ?
4. How many rungs with missing fire
escapes can you find?

5. How many parking ticket$ can you
find on Lesley students' cars?
6. Where and who is that sunbather
in the topless swimsuit?

CAMPUS PLANS
b'JJm Sfalter'J
On September 28, 1967 a committee
of the Board of Trustees tentatively accepted an architectural design as a
Master Plan for Lesley College. The
plan, which was largely supported by a
grant from Educational Facilities Laboratories, was four years in the making.
It represents an unique example of the
wedding of educational goals and architectural design. It is on the basis of this
design that Lesley will now begin to
seek capital funds with which to build.
The exact date when construct ion will
begin can not be predicted until funds
have be~n comD?itted.

'"

Caref':'1 pla,:ining

zat10n ot · exc,
constitute only half the battle.
Lesley has, however, high hopes for
this plan. A small school in an urban
environment, seeking to be a laboratory
for learning, Lesley has developed a
design for . a campus which is built
around the functions and relationships
which, more than bricks and mortar, are
the real stuff of the college.
Some four years ago an architecturally naive group of men and women of
the faculty and administration gathered
in Dr. Orton's office to consider Lesley's needs for a campus. Even then it
was evident that some of our buildings
would not last forever. despite the fine
workmanship of the last century.
This group and the board of trustees
rapidly became involved in the frustrating complexities of planning. How many
classrooms would we need. of what
kind? Well, first you must know how
many students you will have ten years
from now. Easy, we will have 6oo students because our research has indicated
that more than that · tends to destroy the
values of informality, communication
and individual attention that we prize.
That's fine, but what will the curriculum be ten years from now? Big
lectures?
Small discussion groups?
Closed circuit T.V.? Individually directed study? Programmed Learning?
In the 20th century, in a place that
means to experiment, who knows? . Some
of each? The architect will ask for exact
proportions. Slowly, we learned. Eventually, we thought we had it. Flexibility
and economy were our bywords. The
trustees were supportive and interested.
A day came when we saw sketches of
the new Lesley Campus as we had generally outlined it. An administration
building, a classroom building, a library,
lots of green lawn, a reflecting pool,
what a spacious campus ! There was a
lot of space; all students were housed in
a thirteen story dormitory. Of course
the committee had been aware of what
it had asked for, but it was not until

we saw that vaunting tower, as it were,
in the flesh that we began truly to lose
our innocence. Somehow -the idea of our
students stacked thirteen stories high on
the edge of the Harvard campus bothered
the dean of women. Somehow the ideas
of informality, close relationships between faculty and students and a learning communi_ty seemed out of place
within or in the shadow of that skyscraper. To the credit of Lesley and
its governing board we stopped right
there and began again, this time admitting our ignorance but maintaining
our goals. Dr. Orton called in Educational Facilities Laboratories in the person of Mrs.
Margaret
Farmer.
Eventually E.F.L. made a grant for
planning in recognition of Lesley's commitment

to designing

not

a campus.

just

the right
A

dozen

7. How many first floor windows are
low enough for a prowler to defenestrate? (see p. 216 in WebOn October 10th 'Lesley College
ster).
· Juniors were overtaken by a mysterious
8. Will that car . in front of White and frightening disease. They lost all
control of their larynx, and found themHall fit into that parking space?
selves unable to stop saying,
9. Which building flipped its lid and
"Oh Charlie, please be good to me!"
blew its top over (and around)
Lesley?
The Juniors had relinquished their
Student Tea ching forms to Charlie
IO. Find the Lantern Office!
Clayman's office: they had paid their
money and made their choice.
Answers found on this page
Fortunately Mr. Clayman is anxious
and willing to spend many hours discussing the needs of individual students
who have problems deciding where to
teach . However, his work: is greatly
Math Department announces
hampered by red tape and complications.
DR. GATTEGNO

campus,

Thursday,

architects

trustees. Eventually a planning team
was chosen for the Master Plan; Warren Rovetch, president of Campus Facil- •
ities Development
Corporation
in
Boulder, Colorado as planner and economist, and Neill Smith of Neill Smith
and Associates of San Francisco, as
architect. Both men came from far
away, but each showed quick understanding of the problem and real enthusia sm for being in on the solving of
it .
Then the real work began. Over the
past four years many members of the
community have been involved at one
time or another. Students have filled
out questionnaires to determine their
needs for closets and bookshelves and
the desires for mirrors and telephones
and a hundred other things. And students have served as experts on commit tees, where they have enlightened some
of us as to how girls live together. Our
morale has risen and fallen like autumn
temperatures in New England. At one
point our enthusiasm became so contagious that students constantly watched
Dr. Orton to see if he was carrying his
groundbreaking shovel. Unfortunately,
this peak came just before a year long
delay caused by site problems and the
question of what to do with Mellen
Street.
That delay is now over; last June the
Cambridge City Council gave Lesley
permission to close off half of Mellen
Street when the time comes. This September a Master Plan was finished.
Next we must choose what to build first
and finally, but oh so importantly, we
must find funds. There are glimmers
of solutions even to this last problem,
but they are not yet bright enough to
cast light on the question that no doubt
is foremost in the reader's mind. When
will we start? Lesley is no longer
naive about these things, but we are
still committed. '\Ve do not yet know
when, but we will start, and we will
finish : perissem ni perstitissem.

IO
1

:30 J

November

:30 -

1I

:30

Gym-Juniors

4 :oo Gym -

Student: "But how do I know I'll have
a good co-ordinating

2

teacher?"

all invited

Student: "Who will my supervisor be?"

Seniors and outside
guests

Student: "I'd love to go and observe in
this school system, but Miss Welch
didn't give me any time in the mornings, and I have compulsory observations to mak:e for other courses."

Answers to quiz
"l!S!Apu"E:>WO:) ·:au!PI!nq :>!snm
;iql JO ~JOI )!:>"Eq;iql u! ;iA!I :>.M. ·o 1
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:au!J;);)U!:aua J'E:>!WJl{:) pl'EAl"EH
·6
"Ul!l{JO lUOlJ U! 11?;);iql !fO
1;ipU;>J;ll{l S;>)j'El;iq J! - .&pl!Ug;>Q "8
•;iuo :>J:aU!S
A.I;>Aa •l,
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M'E'J ;ll{l JO JOOl ;ll{l U() •9
·mm!1M
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;i:>!JOd;i:appqUI"E:)mqrssri
·S
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n11Holu;iureD"ES ·z
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.M.aIA a.A.a s.a11rn

·1

OJ, s11a.M.SNV

LESLEYBOOK STORE
We Meet All Your Needs
Books - Supplies - Accessories

Student Teachers Come In
and Browse!

Charlie: "I'm afraid that area of our
program is still vague."

Charlie: "We're work:ing on a program
that would provide time for observations through the four college years.
However this is very difficult to organize." '
Student: "Then my Student Teaching
experience depends mainly on luck. I
really don't k:now very much about
the school systems I've chosen. You
have no control over the coordinating
teacher, and you don't know who will
be supervising :"
Charlie: "That's right. I try to do all
I can do to meet with your specifications, but sometimes that is impossible."
Student: <'It would help if we could
make observations in some of these
systems, but we haven't the time. Isn't
there anything we can do: Picket
Miss Welch or something? If students and faculty work intensively,
would it not be possible to put through
. a program of observations for next
year? Perhaps if all the girls were
aware of this problem they could use
their force to _ pressure the power
structures?" Charlie: "If you spread the word, express the need. I'll do what I can."
Student: ·"Thank you, Charlie, I know
we're both fighting for the same thing.
But, oh, Charlie, please be good to
me!"

\
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'RoundandAbout CLASSIFIEDS

:l-romfhe

THE TIGER MAkES OUT

Booliwl/
THE TIC.KET THAT EXPLODED
In William S. Burrough's book, The Ticket - That Exploded, the read'er is
confronted by a ficticious world, dominated by tape recorders and homosexuals, in
some distant land to which the reader is never formally introduced. It very well
could be that much of the plot is left to the reader's imagination, but it quickly
becomes apparent that no one except Mr. Burroughs could ever imagine anything
resembling The Ticket That Exploded.
_
....
The only continuous thought in my mind which kept me reading the book was
that I was sure something had to happen by which Mr. Burroughs might lend an
insight into our twentieth century society. His only contribution is an att .empted
understanding of the homosexual mind under the influence of drugs. The opening
words suggest this: "It is a long trip . We are the only riders .. ." The idea of
"a trip" -whether
acid (LSD) or grass (Marijuana) never leaves the reader 's
mind. But Mr. Burrough 's style of writing is, at places, too crude to stomach.
It's hard to imagine any worthwhile literature being completely obscene - on every
page, in every paragraph, and in every thought. There is no true structure , as Mr.
Burroughs writes in a stream of consciousness. This begins to drag a bit after one
hundred pages or so, but the impossibility of its continuing for another hundred
pages keeps the reader going - only to be amazed that it does drag on indefinitely
and never really ends. There is no climax_or lull in the plot. In fact I'm not even
sure there is a plot. Upon finishing the book the reader will realize how little he
has gained and will try to forget that literature like this takes up the time of ·our
reading public.
Perhaps I am too naive and unsophisticated to get anything out of The Ticket
That E xploded; maybe only those who have experienced homosexuality and drug
addiction can appreciate it. But I would not recommend this book as good reading
for anyone.
ROBIN

PEARLMAN

Bright and sparkling humor with a
dash of good slapstick added to a
thoughtful and sincere social · criticism
of today's world , add up to the new, delightful film; The Tiger Makes Out,
written by Murray Schisgal and starring Eli Wallach and Anne Jackson.
The Tiger Makes Out is Mr. Schisgal's first screenplay and is an adaptation
of his own Broadway hit The Tiger.
Mr. Wallach, star of two plays by
Schisgal, Luv and The Tiger, was so
excited with the Tiger that he bought
it outright and produced it himself.
The Tiger Makes Out is the story
of 42 year old Benj amin Ha rr is, a lonely, angr y-at-society, philosopher mailman, and of Gloria Fiske , a stifled,
suburban housewife- trying to get out
of her rut by getting a college degree.
The story begins when Ben, fed up
with society, decides to allow his primitive animal instincts to run rampant,
and goes out seeking a suitable victim
to bring back to his lair, but , by. mistake,
he captures our heroine, Gloria. The
story winds in and out of the lives of
the various other characters, as Ben and
his now all-too-willing captive, Gloria,
begin an eventful Thursday night together.
Shot on location in the 'wilds of New
York' , this fast moving, excellently
filmed comedy should not be missed. It
is an intricately developed piece, built
upon excellent acting and well timed
and executed characterizations.
Both
Eli Wallach and his wife, Miss Anne
Jackson do a superb job recreating their
Broadway roles.
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DELICATESSEN LUN CH
71 ML Aubum SL, Cambridge
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Earl M. Watson, C.L.U.

SCOOTER,
1966 Red Vespa gocc
I,IOO miles. Excellent condition. Helmet included, $250. Call Mr. Van Egmond at 868-96oo days, or evenings at
862-9889.

PERSONAL
Pe rson who wanted an itemized list of
all single male grad students - call
Bruce M. at 354-9 rn9.

POLY CLEAN

COINOPERATED
DRYCLEANING
1685MASS.AVE.
Open 7 A.M. (between

11 A.M.

Harvard & Porter Sq.)

Chicken Delight
CHI<:;KEN- SHRIMP- FISH
DINNERS & PIZZA
Jin•

FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL

p,4.0~

HUbbard 2-7350

·FOR SALE

Delivery-

UN· 4-DSaD

ElSIE'S

.

oJlAM
-·o·Wll

10 Post Office Square, Boston 9, Massachusetts

Samuel 0. Penni, Jr., C.L.U.

I NC

Classifieds wanted, small charge of $.50
for fifteen words. Ads' must be paid for
in advance and received by Nov . 3. See
Beth Richy if interested.

~~
CLEANERS
1¥ our P;ofessional

Pro ud
to be
Your
Food Service

Dry Cleaner ·

MontroseSpa
1646 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.

Harvard Cafeteria
1613 MASSACHUSETTSAVE.

CAMBIDDGE,MASS.

EL 4-9476

KI 7-8008
4 Hudson Street
(off 1672 Mass. Ave.)

Pick up and Delivery

...

Cambridge
Towerof Pizza

. The Lexington Press, Inc.
7 Oakland Street
Lexington, Mass. 02173
862-8900
Job, Commercial

1728 MASS. AVE.
UN 8-7001

UN 8-7000

22 DELICIOUS VARIETIES
Submarines ,- Spaghetti
EAT IN-TAKE

&

Book Printing
Letterpress
Lithography

DAVE WONG'S
DINNER FOR TWO $3.95

CHINASAILS

DELIVERYSERVICE

Meat Chow Mein
Sweet and Sour Pork
Pork Fried Rice

Printers of ·
Lesley Lantern

OUT

Egg Roll

Tea and Chunk Pineapple
(A $7. 00 VAL:UE)

Northshore

Fathers Dont forget
to subscribe
to the
"LANTERN"

Shopping

Center - Peabody

Boylston St. - Chestnut

BE NC E'S
,

Loring Ave. - Salem

PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

FREE DELIVERY
TR 6-2002

EL 4-8844

Good only on presentation
of this

ooupon

on weekdays

Hill

